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Error Report 1645

This error report points out that programs PPP780, PPP790 and PPP795 should have been modified as part of release 1253 but were not. Therefore, these programs make reference to the obsolete data element EMP_ORGAN_DISCLO instead of the new element EMP_ORG_ADDR_RLSE.

Programs

PPP780

As noted in error report 1645, this program should have been modified as part of release 1253. The program still made references to the obsolete data element EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO. These references have been modified to point to the new data element EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE.

PPP790

As noted in error report 1645, this program should have been modified as part of release 1253. The program still made references to the obsolete data element EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO. These references have been modified to point to the new data element EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE.
As noted in error report 1645, this program should have been modified as part of release 1253. The program still made references to the obsolete data element EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO. These references have been modified to point to the new data element EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE.

**DDL Members**

**PPPv780A**

This statement creates the view PPPV780A_PERPAY, which is used in program PPP780. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP_ORG_ADDR_RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP_ORGAN_DISCLO.

**PPPv790A**

This statement creates the view PPPV790A_CNAEDB, which is used in program PPP790. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP_ORG_ADDR_RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP_ORGAN_DISCLO.

**PPPv790F**

This statement creates the view PPPV790F_EDBPER, which is used in program PPP790. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP_ORG_ADDR_RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP_ORGAN_DISCLO.

**PPPv795A**

This statement creates the view PPPV795A_CNAEDB, which is used in program PPP795. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP_ORG_ADDR_RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP_ORGAN_DISCLO.

**PPPv795C**

This statement creates the view PPPV795C_EDBPER, which is used in program PPP795. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP_ORG_ADDR_RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP_ORGAN_DISCLO.

**Include Members**

**PPPv780A**

This statement defines working storage associated with the view PPPV780A_PERPAY, which is used in program PPP780. The view has been modified to define the new field EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO.
This statement defines working storage associated the view PPPV790A_CNAEDB, which is used in program PPP790. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO.

**PPPV790F**

This statement defines working storage associated the view PPPV790F_EDBPER, which is used in program PPP790. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO.

**PPPV795A**

This statement defines working storage associated the view PPPV795A_CNAEDB, which is used in program PPP795. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO.

**PPPV795C**

This statement defines working storage associated the view PPPV795C_EDBPER, which is used in program PPP795. The view has been modified to access the new column EMP-ORG-ADDR-RLSE, instead of the obsolete column EMP-ORGAN-DISCLO.

**Test Plan**

A separate test plan document is included with the release materials.

**Installation Instructions**

To install this release execute the following steps:

1. Drop the following views:

   PPPV780A_PERPAY
   PPPV790A_CNAEDB
   PPPV790F_EDBPER
   PPPV795A_CNAEDB
   PPPV795C_EDBPER

2. Install modified DDL members PPPV780A, PPPV790A, PPPV790F, PPPV795A and PPPV795C.
3. Edit the modified DDL members, replacing the string ‘*AUTHID*’ with an appropriate DB2 Authorization Identifier.
4. Using the modified DDL members, recreate the views dropped in step 1, above.
5. Install modified include members PPPV780A, PPPV790A, PPPV790F, PPPV795A and PPPV795C.
6. Install, DB2 pre-compile, compile and link-edit the modified programs PPP780, PPP790 and PPP795.
7. Execute plan binds for PPP780, PPP790 and PPP795.
8. Execute the test plan provided with this release.
9. Perform any locally specified testing.
10. Repeat installation procedure in the production environment.
**Timing of Installation**

Because the pre-release versions of programs PPP780, PPP790 and PPP795 will send erroneous information to employee organizations and because these programs are run on a monthly basis, it is mandated that the corrected versions of these programs be installed in time for November month-end processing.

Address questions via electronic mail to William.Gayle@ucop.edu or via telephone to (510) 987-0468.
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